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Wielicki et al (2013) Fig 3b finds we cannot detect and hence prove disputed 
Cloud Climate Trends of size ≤ 0.8% decade-1 for around a quarter of a century 



Earth Radiation Budget Short & Long Wave 

SW or Reflected Solar (0<λ<5μm) 
LW or Thermal Infra Red (5<λ<200μm) 

SeaWIFS is the one device to have  
calibration stability sufficient for near term 
climate CRF trend detection by using the Moon 
as a ‘perfect solar diffuser’. But all ERB missions 
on the right also have regular lunar/solar views 
                 (being largely un-used today) 



Lead to the Concept of Solar & Thermal MERBE Watts (Ws & Wt) 
with the below Unbroken Chain of Equations to SI Traceability 

MERBE Watts Ws & Wt 
are defined on left in 
terms of kilograms, 
meters & seconds.  

 
All instruments must 
measure same lunar 

reflectivity A & 
temperature Tl at +7o 

static phase angle 
(see below) 

 
A=0.1325 

Tl=365.291K 

Preliminary Results Shown 



The MERBE Watt scale is chosen to give a +0.85W/m2 ERB imbalance in the  
Aug 2000-Aug 2002 ENSO Neutral period 
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Normilise scALE TO SW 



Preliminary Results Shown 

Trends in all MERBE Lunar Albedo and Temperature data are then eliminated 
and noise is <0.83%, more than twice improved on Matthews (2008) 



Due to IE, FOV mapping and device longevity, here also in solid black is 
when they actually do become detectable from MERBE data to be released 

in 2016  (using shown Moon data in the suggested Equations) 

 (using actual Terra Moon data)  



 
 

  This will require <0.15% accurate lunar albedo 
 

  How to use the Sun for calibration of a high spatial resolution solar 
spectrometer? Use angular rather than CLARREO proposed spatial 
attenuation: 
 

  
 
 

 MERBE-Sat CubeSat Concept submitted to ESAS2017 Decadal survey 
RFI#2 
 

 

But how many MERBE Watts to the Watt? 

Radiance units are W/m2/Sr 



MERBE-Sat: SI traceable Extension to the Moon and Earth Radiation 
 Budget Experiment (MERBE) Using a 3U CubeSat 

 

Use Ocean Optics 
STS VIS spectrometer 
already deployed 
in CubeSats 



Two telescopes, one Wide field of View (WFOV), the other Narrow field of 
View (NFOV), both able to see through same compound ConCave (CC) lens 

MERBE-Sat spin stabilized 
in orbit as 
above 



Ground Calibration of MERBE-Sat in a Gimbal to Measure 
Optical Alignment Ratio (OAR) - all other Calibration done on-orbit 



Ground Calibration of MERBE-Sat Gimbal to Measure 
Optical Alignment Ratio (OAR) using LED illuminated Integrating Sphere 

Uniform degradation in-flight makes no 
change to OAR 
Ok value 



 
 MERBE has improved existing satellite Earth radiance measurements at all 

stages from the detector voltages upwards to become SI traceable to <0.3%. 

 

 Initial results suggest MERBE is an existing climate observing system decades 
old, with climate change detection accuracies beyond that planned for future 
CLARREO-like missions. 

 

 MERBE-Sat is a low cost, low risk concept for determining solar lunar spectral 
albedo to <0.15% accuracy using Cube-Sats, in addition to the SW spectral 
fingerprints of Earth desired from CLARREO. Start with ground, then inflight 
tests to prove MERBE-Sat concept for costs in the $104 to $105 region. 

 

 Any comments, ideas or suggestions? 

 Grant.matthews@zedikasolv.com  
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  New concept of MERBE, using existing data decades 
old and made SI traceable based on the Moon 
 

  MERBE data soon due for a free release will allow the 
narrowing of climate feedback/forcing uncertainty to 
begin immediately, halving it within a decade. 
 

  MERBE-Sat is a low cost CubeSat concept that will 
complete full SI traceability to a decades old climate 
observing system. 
 

 

Overview 



A Fourier series tensor instantaneously generates a clear, cloudy and all-
sky MODTRAN 5.3 spectral signature for every footprint to be used in  
un-filtering (whose integral is constrained to SI traceable MERBE data) 

Animation credit NASA  



A Fourier series tensor instantaneously generates a clear, cloudy and all-
sky MODTRAN 5.3 spectral signature for every footprint to be used in  
un-filtering (whose integral is constrained to SI traceable MERBE data) 

Animation credit NASA  
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Impulse Enhancement also removes CERES scene dependent biases of >1% 



 
 

MERBE Impulse Enhancement (IE) also allows a high resolution 
continuous analytical  map M(θ,Φ) of each Moon-FOV to be made for 

direct lunar radiance inversion 
 

ERB channels for CFM1 on Terra 
SW                                  Total                                  WN 

This enables lunar radiance measurements 
from each mere glimpse of the Moon 

giving 1000’s of calibration points 



Impulse Response Found using In-flight Lamp/IBB/Space scans 
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Impulse Response Found using In-flight Lamp/IBB/Space scans 



Impulse Response Found using In-flight Lamp/IBB/Space scans 



Non-Linear Fourier Series Offset Correction 



MERBE IE corrects Instantaneous CERES errors of > 10% 



 
 
 
                                
 

The mathematics of convolution integrals 
allowed absolute measurements of lunar 

radiance to be made by an under-filled ERB 
device (Matthews 2008, Applied Optics) 

3. Placement on and Holding to the MERBE     
Watt SI Traceable Scale   

 
 





MERBE LW Lunar Model 



At 7 degrees phase the Lunar LW filtering factor is sensitive 
to the surface temperature gradients at the ~0.1% level 

so thermal spectrum generation uses Diviner maps  



CERES detectors are linear to <0.1%   
Opportunities to Intercalibrate Radiometric 
Sensors from International Space Station 

C. M. Roithmayr et al 2014 



Fig. 3b from Wielicki et al (2013) 



 
Quote from R. Cooke, B. A. Wielicki, D. F. Young and M. G. Mlynczak (2013) 

“a uniform yardstick, however 
imperfect, can enable calculations 

supporting complex social decisions” 



SeaWIFS PAR cannot be used to validate CERES  
to same 0.1%decade-1 level according to its cal team 



Matthews (2009) derived spectral responses for CERES units that 
unify nadir direct compare 
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Matthews (2009) derived spectral responses for CERES units that 
unify nadir direct compare 



Matthews (2008) CFM1 & CFM2 Terra Moon albedo results agreed 
to <0.3% at separate times after unification from nadir Earth 

data, suggesting such an absolute standard is possible for MERBE 



ICM scan elevation 



Impulse Response Found using In-flight Lamp/IBB/Space scans 

https://sites.google.com/site/zedikasolv/terraMERBEcal.mp4?attredirects=0&d=1  

https://sites.google.com/site/zedikasolv/aquaMERBEcal.mp4?attredirects=0&d=1  

https://sites.google.com/site/zedikasolv/trmmnppMERBEcal.mp4?attredirects=0&d=1  

https://sites.google.com/site/zedikasolv/terraMERBEcal.mp4?attredirects=0&d=1
https://sites.google.com/site/zedikasolv/aquaMERBEcal.mp4?attredirects=0&d=1
https://sites.google.com/site/zedikasolv/trmmnppMERBEcal.mp4?attredirects=0&d=1


Lunar A value  is in-sensitive (~0.013%) to changes in solar spectrum S(λ) 



All Un-filtering and lunar results normalized to VIRGO composite (by Claus Fröhlich) 



ROLO model – Kieffer & Stone 2005 

Preliminary Results Shown 



Matthews 2009 details spectral response changes from contaminants 



Matthews 2009 details spectral response changes from contaminants 



CERES bolometer gains all change in a very similar asymptotic way from out-gassing 



All ERB Missions 



Fig. 6 from Wielicki et al (2013) 





Bolometers have relatively slow time impulse responses 

Also a 22Hz analogue  
four pole Bessel filter 

Thermal flow represented 
by four box Heat Equation model 

Step 
Function 
response 



The 2D numerical 
integral technique used 
by Matthews 2008 was 
prone to high noise and 
suffered in the case of 

sparse data 

3. Placement on and Holding to the 
MERBE Watt SI Traceable Scale   

MERBE instead utilizes IE data to 
map ERB FOV from raster scans 
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